Graduates of 2004

Heidi Ambrose --- Nuclear Medicine
Megan Babb --- Computer Science
Valerie Bauthier --- Exercise Science
Stephanie Boone --- Speech Pathology
Sharina Broughton --- Computer Science
Michael Congrove --- Marine Biology
Justin Crocker --- Biology
Karen Culbertson --- Nuclear Medicine
Jessica Dambruch --- English
Amanda Dawson --- Interdis. Studies & Early Ed
Nichele Dickerson --- Nuclear Medicine
Dustin Earnhardt --- Chemistry and Biochemistry
Rebecca Echipare --- Biology
Assen Gueorguiev --- Information Technology
James Grizzle --- International Studies
Samuel Guy --- Electrical Engineering
Robin Hammonds --- Sociology
Kelly Kanara --- Interdisciplinary Studies
Lindsey LaMontagne --- Nursing
Rishi Laroia --- Biology
Monica Lea --- Communication
Rebecca Long --- Exercise Science
Erin Mehalic --- Psychology
Larissa Nusz --- English
Tamara O'Brien --- Applied Mathematics
Trey Parker --- Political Science
Sheree Perron --- Biology
Megan Primo --- Sports Management
Nabeel Qureshi --- Communication
Rachel Ricklefs --- Nursing
Juan Rodriquez --- Biochemistry
Usman Sabir --- Computer Science
Jennifer Scharl --- Management
Laurel Schubert --- International Studies
Anatoliy Sereda --- Political Science
David Silvis --- Economics and Philosophy
George Smith --- Management
Kimberly Tansey --- Exercise Science
Suwena Tham --- Computer Science
Crystal Thomas --- Psychology
Curtis Thomas --- Computer Engineering
R. Cort Tompkins --- Mathematics & Comp. Science
Amanda Topping --- Psychology
Lauren Ungvarsky --- Biology
Brandy Upton --- Finance
Denicia Versoza --- Mathematics
Jennifer Watson --- English
Kira White --- Biology
Jeremy Williams --- Human Services Counseling
Margaret Williams --- Biology
Joy Witten --- English
Rita Zaiceva --- IT (eCommerce)
Carrie Zimmerman --- Exercise Science
Haris Volos --- Electrical Engineering
Sarah Parrish --- Mathematics
Michael Barnum --- Finance
Julia Bedwell --- Occupational and Technical Studies
Lynn Farquhar --- Marketing
Ankit Kothari --- Computer Science
Kevin Lane --- Civil and Environmental Engineering
Kevin Norfleet --- Info Tech & International Business
Kimberly Sherman --- English
Carly Umberger --- International Business
Glenna Wallis --- Medical Technology
Kathrin Weis --- English and German